Host AGM_Selan says:
Previously on Star Trek: A Call To Duty – U.S.S. Elara …

Host AGM_Selan says:
SCENE: Moria O'Questra and the alien in the Elara's cargo bay.

Host AGM_Selan says:
MO_O`Questra says:
::eyes open wide and looks at the alien:: Alien: who is Syn tech?

Host AGM_Selan says:
Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Admiral Crenshaw> CO: Captain David Harison, due to the circumstances of what has occurred, and the fact that you gave the order to destroy Starbase 666 ... you, as of stardate 10105.27, have been removed as Commanding Officer of the U.S.S. Elara NCC-64224, and stripped of the rank of Captain.

Host AGM_Selan says:
Host Admiral_Poli says:
<Admiral Crenshaw> CO: Furthermore, you are to be remanded into the custody of the Daynia Institution on Pandorais III for psychological evaluation ...

Host AGM_Selan says:
SCENE: Captain T'sela arrives on the Elara with Admiral Poli and Commander Ross.

Host AGM_Selan says:
Host Admiral_Poli says:
ALL: I know none of you are currently ... in agreement with what has happened, neither am I. But we must make do ... I would like to introduce your new Commanding Officer, Captain T'sela, formerly of Starbase 881, and the second Commanding Officer of the Elara from years prior.

Host AGM_Selan says:
Host Admiral_Poli says:
ALL: As you have a mission to get to ... I shall make this brief ... Computer: Transfer Command Codes from David Harison, Rank: Captain, Position: Commanding Officer, Ship: U.S.S. Elara NCC-64224, to, T'sela, Rank: Captain, Position: Commanding Officer, Ship: U.S.S. Elara NCC-64224.

Host AGM_Selan says:
SCENE: The first meeting between the Elara crew and their new Commanding Officer in Conference Lounge One where they are all seated.

Host AGM_Selan says:
CMO_Jan_Zaris says:
CO: you are the commanding officer.. but you are not the captain sir.. regardless of what the computer records state ::folds arms on the table::

Host AGM_Selan says:
Host CO_T`sela says:
::Raises eyebrow, and looks at the CMO:: CMO: Pardon?

Host AGM_Selan says:
CSO_Gomes says:
CO: What our Doctor means is that none of us agrees with what happened to Captain Harison and that we still see him as Captain of the Elara …

Host AGM_Selan says:
SCENE: The Away Team's arrival on Charzos. We see them walking down the carved tunnels with the blue-green technology embedded into the walls around them, eventually fading into other technologies.

Host AGM_Selan says:
CSO_Gomes says:
@CEO: What can you make of all this technology?

Host AGM_Selan says:
SO_Ruskinara says:
@::turns back to the group:: CSO: It's Q'Orphod. ::looks surprised::

Host AGM_Selan says:
CEO-Atrides says:
@::Begins to analyze some panels.:: CSO: Hmm.. Should we take apart these babies and see what makes them tick ?

Host AGM_Selan says:
CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: are you sure?

Host AGM_Selan says:
CSO_Gomes says:
@::opens her mouth but then closes it.:: SO: Maybe they decided to keep a part of the ones they wanted to destroy ...

Host AGM_Selan says:
Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, the CEO's poking and prodding of one of the walls sets something up ... port holes open up and forcefields block the exit, out of the portholes bio-electric gel begins to fill the caverns, the AT and the Charzosians are swept further into the caverns ... and begin to drown …

Host AGM_Selan says:
SCENE: Fade out …

Host AGM_Selan says:
And now, the continuation …

Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10106.17 "The Essence of Lies" Episode Three

Cast of Characters
Bernie Wallowitch as Commander Bernie Wall [XO]
Terry Imrie as Commander Joseph Timrok [CTO] 
Kristopher Campos as Lieutenant Hunter Atrides [CEO] 
Peter Saunders as Lieutenant Peter Pazoski [TO]
Karen Barkas as Lieutenant Toni Nayiza [CNS]
Eldad Ben Tovim as Lieutenant Maor [CIV] 
Linda Davis as Lieutenant Junior Grade Jan Zaris [CMO] & Ens. Tuttel [MO] 
Kate Mulberry as Ensign Mireille Ruskinara [SO]

Michael Jones as Captain T’sela [CO], Z’kan, Scotty, Lt. Cmdr. Friedman 

Guest Starring

Chris Scott as Lieutenant Tima [FCO] & Lt. Jg. Sternbach

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The AT is drowning in the bio-electric gel.

CTO_Timrok says:
::on the bridge staying calm::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::holding her phaser tightly.. gasping for air under the console.. a small bubble trapped there.. and it's running out of oxygen fast:: self: think.. must think.. ::gasps and feels the air get stale::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::spreads his arms out wide feeling for something to grab onto, his lungs starting to feel heavy::

Host XO_Wall says:
::on the bridge not much conversing with the crew since he returned, he focuses on the current mission::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::swims reaching out against the walls trying to find some way out::

Host CO_T`sela says:
::Looks at the planet on the viewscreen, then turns to his recently arrived XO:: XO: Gather your away team, and proceed to shuttle bay one, we cannot risk another transport inhibiting field for you as well.

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Within the mass of jello, he curses as he sees the buttons that he set off. Maybe if he pushed them again ? Tries to press them.::

FCO_Tima says:
::Works at the helm... some more... non stop pressing buttons to maintain a restricted orbit, though Auto-Pilot could do it, that would not be anywhere near as fun, if you can call it fun...::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::struggles for air:: Self: Got to be something. ::feels along the walls::

Host XO_Wall says:
CO: aye sir

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: The CEO hits the right buttons, and the gel is sucked back out different vents ... soon, the AT and the Charzosians are gagging and regurgitating the gel in the caverns. They are all drenched in it .

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: The Force-Fields, however, remain up.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::is not impressed:: 

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::takes gasping breaths::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::falls back wards on the floor gasping.. dropping the phaser:: self: ahh ::hack hack:: ugh!

TO_Pazoski says:
@::lies up against a wall coughing and spluttering::

CTO_Timrok says:
::watches the XO - waiting::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::He spits out all a bunch of nasty gel, sliding up his throat and out his mouth in great big chunks:: Self: Ugh

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::gets up and looks at the others:: All: Are you okay?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::nods::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he makes quick notes into a PADD he has carried on to the bridge, walks toward the TL:: CTO: lets go

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Charzosians> @ ::Laying on the ground, two of them are dead ... the others are gagging and gasping for air::

CIV_Maor says:
@::stands up slowly cleaning him self from the gel and he begins to move away from the group::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::gives the CNS a serious look:: CNS: Oh just peaky ::shakes his arms::

Host CO_T`sela says:
FCO: Ms. Tima, please join the AT in Shuttle Bay One.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::lays there looking at the ceiling::

CTO_Timrok says:
::nods to the XO & heads to the TL::

CTO_Timrok says:
self: at last

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Glances at the CNS:: CNS: I'm fine.. Sorry bout that, my bad..

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::scrambles over to the Charzosians::

Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: ::motions to the LT. to follow::

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: The AT can spot the CSO unconscious nearby ...

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::finally sits up and stand slowly::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::goes over to try and help the CSO still coughing and looking very annoyed::

CTO_Timrok says:
::opens the TL & enters - holding the door for the others::

Host CO_T`sela says:
::Watches the remainder of his senior crew enter into a nearby turbolift, as junior personnel arrive on the bridge to replace them::

Host XO_Wall says:
::enters the TL::

FCO_Tima says:
::Puts the ship in Auto-Pilot until some Ensign Crawls out a cupboard, or wherever they're kept, to take the Helm and stands up, not making eye contact with the CO, headed for the TL:: CO: Aye, Sir.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::checks the Charzosians with her tricorder::

CIV_Maor says:
@::enters one of the nearby caves still in visual range with the others::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Stands up shakily, still disgusted at the goo which came out of his mouth.::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@CMO: The CSO is unconscious.

TO_Pazoski says:
@::drags himself to his feet breathing normally now:: Self: I hate this place

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::walks around picking up her med kit and goes back tot he others:: CNS: oh no.. ::leans down to her side:: 

FCO_Tima says:
::Hops into the TL and Stands next to the XO, quietly, smiling, almost grinning about nothing at all really::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@All:: Two of them are dead. .the others are just hanging in there but they need help now

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: she isn't breathing.. ::begins CPR::

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: The CIV finds something that apparently came out of the walls with the gel, a reptilian humanoid corpse. Bald, it's scales blue-green, and with not apparent clothing ... it is quite dead, but has not apparently decomposed.

CTO_Timrok says:
Computer: shuttle bay 1

Host XO_Wall says:
::just looks at Lt. Tima, not sure::

Host CO_T`sela says:
ACTION: Moments later, the CSO sputters to life, coughing up some gel ... and then falling unconscious again, she's still breathing though.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::turns to the CEO:: CEO: IS there a way to disable that force field?

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::turns the CSO on her side and lets her cough up the gel:: 

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO: I need some help over here.

TO_Pazoski says:
@::walks over to the entrance where the force field came up, he looks for an emitter of some kind::

FCO_Tima says:
::Just looks into air past the XO, smiling away::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Wipes his mouth and looks at the field:: CNS: Don't know, le' me check..

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: perhaps when this mission is over I like to meet with you to confirm and go over ship procedures?

CIV_Maor says:
@::looks at what he found, checking it for some time and then he reaches for his bag:: self: what did I do to deserve this ship

CIV_Maor says:
@ ::grabs his tricorder and leans over scanning the corpse::

CMO_Zaris says:
@SO: what’s wrong?

CNS_Nayiza says:
CMO: I'll watch over the CSO if you need to help the SO?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Humanoid Reptile that the CIV found also apparently has no obvious mouth, just a small slit on the face where a mouth would be. Two, large, oval-like eyes are apparent.

FCO_Tima says:
::Begins to hum in her head, pretending the TL has Elevator Music::

CTO_Timrok says:
::turns to the XO a little surprised:: XO: of course Commander

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO: It's these two Charzosians.  They're barely alive.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CEO: Thank you.

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Still wearing his sweet utility belt, he makes his way over to the force field cautiously, whipping out some sort of machine to scan it. Looks like a game boy really.::

CTO_Timrok says:
::waits on the TL to stop::

FCO_Tima says:
::Momentarily audibly hums the elevator music but realizes the others might hear her and shuts up again, trying to with hold a grin::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: keep her on her side.. that way if she chokes any more the gel will come out easier

CIV_Maor says:
@::closes his tricorder:: self: seems to match the Q'Orphod they found

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: TL reaches Shuttle Bay One deck.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::nods to the CMO::

CIV_Maor says:
@::begins to walk into the cave::

CTO_Timrok says:
::watches the doors open & steps out after the others::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::turns to the CEO:: CEO: Wouldn’t bother if I were you, the emitter is over there ::points past the force field::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::examines one of the Charzosians::

Host XO_Wall says:
::leads the AT to the SB1::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::moves to the SO  and looks at her tricorder:: SO: do you know how to do CPR? their lungs are full..

FCO_Tima says:
::Quietly:: Self: Ding, Deck 6, women’s clothing ::Hops out the AT, following the XO at a distance::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: As the CIV walks into the cave, he sees blue-green glowing carvings made into the walls ... depicting words and symbols, eventually leading to a console.

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Shrugs:: TO: Ya never know heheh.. There might be a way to make a small hole through it.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::nods quickly:: CMO: I have an idea.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO: It was all basic training at the academy

CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: then help me.. ::begins on one man trying to get him breathing again::

CTO_Timrok says:
::sees the shuttle waiting there - & thinks - hmm long time since I went in one of these::

CIV_Maor says:
@::moves around the cave not even noticing any thing until he suddenly notices a console at the center of the cave::

TO_Pazoski says:
@CEO: There has got to be something powering these fields, if we can find that we will have no problems getting out

CIV_Maor says:
@::begins to scan the console as he moves around it::

Host XO_Wall says:
::looks around the SB1 as he enters::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Shuttle Grand Marquis awaits the second AT.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::helps the CMO, loosening the Charzosian’s clothing::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::looks around the cave as she sits with the CSO::

CEO-Atrides says:
@ TO: You’re probably right. Care to give me a hand ?

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO/FCO: the Grand marquis over here ::motions::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::watches as he starts to choke.. and turns him like she did the CSO:; SO: no time.. watch this one ::moves to the other man::

CIV_Maor says:
@self: well, it cant be that old, it still seems to get energy and could be operated.. cant be more then 5 years old i guess ::closes his tricorder::

TO_Pazoski says:
@CEO: Gladly, I’ve had enough surprises for one day already

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::nods and keeps him on his side::

FCO_Tima says:
::Enters the SB and sees that the XO has already chosen a shuttle, and quietly, at a distance:: Self: ooh.. and I wanted a purple sparkly one.... ::walks over, following the XO again to the Shuttle::

CIV_Maor says:
@::wonders if he should press any thing remembering what happened when the CEO did it::

CTO_Timrok says:
::enters the shuttle & moves to the nearest panel to check weapons & shields systems::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Grins and tosses the TO a whoozer-whatter.:: TO: Use that.. We may find what powers this baby.

Host XO_Wall says:
::just looks back at the FCO in silence::

CMO_Zaris says:
@:: isn't getting a response:: self: great.. ::grabs out a small cortical stimulator and break off the tip.. jabbing it into the mans skin and zaps his heart::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO saves her patient.

FCO_Tima says:
::Hops into the Shuttle and takes the Pilot's Seat, begins preflight checks::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::pats the back of the Charzosian as he coughs up more gel::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::catches the...thing, and settles for a tricorder:: CEO: I’m going to take a look around ::walks off down a corridor, scanning all the way::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::finally gets him choking and turns him on his side.. holding some cloth over the jab wound::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: On the Elara, the shuttle bay doors slowly open. A force field is all that blocks the shuttle from the cold, cruel space outside.

Host XO_Wall says:
::before entering the shuttle he scopes the outside of the shuttle briefly::

CIV_Maor says:
@::moves his hand to the console making sure not to touch it yet::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::grabs some stuff from the CMO's med kit and tends to his injuries::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The SO saves her patient as well.

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Takes his own little gadget and kneels in front of the force field, humming to himself.::

CIV_Maor says:
@::moves his finger and touches one of the buttons::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ TO: Peter?

CNS_Nayiza says:
@Self: oh great, The CIV and the TO thought it best to wonder off.

FCO_Tima says:
::Presses a Few buttons to bring the engines online and ready to leave::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::glances around noticing the CIV and TO have left::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he climbs in and takes a seat::

CTO_Timrok says:
::thinks - damn these shuttles, if we transported we would be there by now:: FCO: don’t spare the horses

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CNS: Did the others find something?

Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: ready when you are

CNS_Nayiza says:
@SO: I have no idea.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: we have 2 dead.. 3 in need of some serious medical treatment.. and.. ::looks around:: how much time before dawn?

Host Z`kan says:
@ ::Being the SO's patient, he's just laying there ... trying to get some air::

CIV_Maor says:
@::looks annoyed that no thing happened::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@*CIV*: Where did you get to?

CIV_Maor says:
@::presses the other button::

FCO_Tima says:
*Elara_Ops* Shuttle Craft Grand Marquis to Ops, Requesting Departure Clearance.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::gives Z'kan a hypo to help with his breathing::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::walks on down the tunnels with the tricorder, scanning for energy emissions:: Self: Knew I should have brought a security team

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The Q'Orphod console comes to life. However, the CIV is unable to understand any of the symbols that appear on the screen.

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Flips on his thinga-mi-jigger and begins to look at the force field with one eye open, the other closed.::

CIV_Maor says:
@::can’t hear the comm. since he lost his comm. badge::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@CMO: I am not sure though. You did what you could we need a way out now.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ALL: how much time before Dawn!!

Host Z`kan says:
@ ::Breathes easier, and states easily:: SO: T-thank you.

CIV_Maor says:
@::moves backward::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::shrugs and looks to the CNS to answer the question::

CIV_Maor says:
@self: what is.. happening..

Host Z`kan says:
<Scotty> @ ::Being the CMO's patient:: CMO: Two and a half hours at best ... we should be safe down here anyway ... ::Cough::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::rubs head.. the gel is drying and getting sticky:: ugh

SO_Ruskinara says:
@Z'kan: How are you feeling?

Host XO_Wall says:
::looks over and enters commands into the console he is seating at::

Host Z`kan says:
@ SO: Not so well ...

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: what do you suggest?

CIV_Maor says:
@::moves forward again and presses a button again::

CIV_Maor says:
@::notices a pattern to the symbols, but still cant understand them::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::turns around in the corridor and walks back towards the group mumbling::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::frowns slightly and glances at the CMO::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@CMO: Well try again to contact the Elara and we may have to move further into the caves if we can't get out this way before dawn.

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: Image start filling the CIV's screen, replacing the symbols, preventing any access.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: I don't have a way to treat them.. I don't know what this stuff does to humanoid systems.. he could he dying from toxic shock..

CTO_Timrok says:
::as the shuttle leaves the Elara he scans the surface of the planet to locate the forcefield power source & the AT's last known position::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Notices that the gel, when it dries, is much like hair gel. So while his little machine does some stuff, he takes a bunch of the gel and begins to mold his hair.::

FCO_Tima says:
<Lt. Jg. Sternbach> *FCO* Ops to Grand Marquis, you have clearance for Departure, have a nice flight, Y'all.

FCO_Tima says:
::Glances up from her console:: CTO/XO: Buckle up guys, I'm taking her out. ::Gets the Shuttle in the air and brings it about to leave the bay::

CIV_Maor says:
@self: ah, no computer console ever stopped me from accessing it

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: do we have a last known position of the AT

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO: There is something I can try.

CIV_Maor says:
@::gets a device from his bag and sets it up at the console and attaches it and he presses the same button he did before::

CMO_Zaris says:
@SO: do it.. 

TO_Pazoski says:
@::arrives back with the rest of the AT and looks around:: All: Does anyone know where Maor has gone?

CTO_Timrok says:
::transfers the co-ordinates to FCO:: XO: yes sir transferring to navigational systems now

FCO_Tima says:
::Once clear of the bay, banks the shuttle and takes it down towards the atmosphere::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@TO: No, unfortunately not. 

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks at Z'kan:: Z'kan: I don't know how much you know about Minarans.. but we have some healing abilities.

CMO_Zaris says:
@:: looks over at the CSO resting from the ordeal and sighs::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@Z'kan: With your permission, I'd like to try and help you.

CIV_Maor says:
@::notices symbols on the device he attached and smiles knowing some thing is opening up::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ TO: no.. and he isn't responding to his comm. badge

Host Z`kan says:
@ ::Smiles slightly:: SO: G-go ... ::Cough:: ... ahead.

TO_Pazoski says:
@::grumbles something, taps his badge:: *CIV*: Pazoski to Maor, where are you?

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Sighs, finding nothing, but gaining a wicked hair style. Goes back to rejoin the rest of the AT, who are doing.. stuff..::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::takes Z'kan's hand and starts connecting with him::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::sits completely on the floor::

CTO_Timrok says:
::remembers something about Bellicose & recalibrates sensors for better detection of subspace distortions::

CMO_Zaris says:
@CEO: Hunter..

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::Acknowledges the CEO as he returns::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: Access is granted. Suddenly, however, a Q'Orphod security measure engages. It studies the device attached to it, and fries it with a bio-electric bolt. Moments later, all the comm.-badges are shorted out by some unknown force.

FCO_Tima says:
::Notices Coordinates coming up on screen and scans for a suitable landing sight nearby:: CTO: Thank you... ::Works on bringing the shuttle smoothly through the thermal layers while working on scans::

CEO-Atrides says:
@CMO: Ya, what’s up babe ?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::concentrates as their nervous systems connect::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The CIV now has proper access though, although he still has to understand the symbols ...

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CEO: how much time before sun rise.. ::hears a zap and her comm. badge sparks.. :: ack!

Host Z`kan says:
@ ::Starting to feel less and less discomfort:: Wow.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CEO: I guess we are not getting out that way ::points to the force field::

CIV_Maor says:
@::gets the tricorder and scans the panel::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::opens his tricorder and scans for Maor’s life sign:: Self: Always so much trouble

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: open a channel to the surface, I want to speak with a leader or coordinator in charge

FCO_Tima says:
::Bounces in her chair a bit like riding a horse as turbulence hits a bit from the Thermal Borders...::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The Shuttle shudders as their shields burn red while moving through the upper atmosphere of the planet.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::some of Z'kan's minor bruises appear on her and disappear::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Shrugs and glances at his expensive watch:: CMO: About two and half hours, give or take, I probably have the time set wrong.. ::turns to the CNS:: CNS: Doesn't seem like it.

CIV_Maor says:
@::notices a pattern reappearing at one of the buttons and he seems to understand what it does::

CTO_Timrok says:
::hails the main city:: XO: channel opened sir!

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ TO: Any sign of which way the CIV went?

CIV_Maor says:
@::presses the buttons and moves away::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::pats out the comm. badge and grumbles:: CEO: will we be protected down here?

FCO_Tima says:
::Pushes the shuttle through the upper atmosphere and then slows her down as the atmosphere thickens::

CIV_Maor says:
@::looks at the viewscreen expecting some thing::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::nods:: CNS: This way ::heads off in the direction of the CIV::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::nods..:: CMO: We should be fine. Doesn't seem like much light gets down here, from what I seen. ::still has his trusty flashlight.::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The console gives the CIV a list of options such as main system operations, main defenses, information database, escape procedures, and so forth.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CEO: what about the radiation..

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks visibly drained, slowly lets go of Z'kan and reaches for her tricorder::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ TO: Wouldn't it be wise if someone went with you?

CIV_Maor says:
@::presses a few buttons and opens up the defense menu::

CIV_Maor says:
@::notices the force field menu and access it::

Host XO_Wall says:
COM: this is Cmdr Wall  of the USS Elara, we have a missing AT on the surface we are mounting a search and rescue, any assistance or knowledge of were they might be would be appreciated

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::gets her tricorder and scans Z'kan::

CEO-Atrides says:
@CMO: Doesn't seem there much of it..::sees the TO knows which way to go.:: TO: Hey, I'll tag along, might find some computers or something.

TO_Pazoski says:
@CNS: Probably ::walks off round the corner, nearing the CIV's location::

FCO_Tima says:
:::Points the shuttle in the direction of the landing sight, avoiding any urban airspace::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CMO: Will these caves protect us from the radiation?

CTO_Timrok says:
::waits quietly for a response from the surface::

CIV_Maor says:
@::lowers a force field::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: yes we should be all right for the time being

CIV_Maor says:
@::looks around hearing some thing and he gets his phaser::

CIV_Maor says:
@yells: stop right there!

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Sees the TO is trying to be all macho, can't help but laugh, but moves to follow him anyway.::

Host Z`kan says:
<Charzosian Main Operations> @ COM: Shuttle Grand Marquis: Our leader Z'kan was accompanying your team with a team of his own ... we have not been informed of any trouble, but will send someone to check.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO: His injuries are healed by 34%.  It's all I could do for him. ::slight frown::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The force-fields lower.

TO_Pazoski says:
@::takes his phaser rifle from his back and steps round the corner into the room where the CIV is located::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: nice work.. he should survive ::grins:: you both better rest

CIV_Maor says:
@yells: i said stop moving or i will shoot!

FCO_Tima says:
::Quiet whisper:: XO: Approaching Suitable Landing site.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ ::nods that is good::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO: How are the others?

Host XO_Wall says:
COM: yes we have lost contact we them, we can work together to help find them is that ok?

TO_Pazoski says:
@CIV: I don’t like being shot ::lowers the rifle::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: Alex has fluid in her lungs still but it's nothing I can't treat.. the other guy needs a bit more work but he is stable too

Host XO_Wall says:
FCO: good, take her down

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Skips along after the TO, whistling and sees he found the CIV:: CIV: Wassup ?

CIV_Maor says:
@::notices it's the AT and turns around back to the console::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The Shuttle has moved out of the lower atmospheric regions, and has reached the night time areas of Charzos ... small vehicles with exterior lights can be seen encamped around a rocky outcropping. The entrance to the caverns.

CIV_Maor says:
@::brings up the main system menu::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::nods slightly leaning back against the cave wall:: CNS/CMO: Have they found anything useful?

TO_Pazoski says:
@CIV: What are you doing? ::walks over::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS/SO: and it seems out comm. badges have been fried

CIV_Maor says:
@::access the map section::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Notices the CIV found a computer so he joins him at the console.:: CIV: What’s up with this ?

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: Apparent maps of the caves fill the screen.

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: sir the force field in the cave system has dissipated

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ ::sighs:: CMO: It would appear so.

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: There is an area that seems to be similar to a hangar of some sort, a quarter mile east of the AT's current location ... under ground.

CIV_Maor says:
@::looks around noticing a few marking on the maps::

Host XO_Wall says:
::looks at the caves from the window::

Host Z`kan says:
@ ::Just rests there, choosing to go to sleep for now as per what he heard the CMO say earlier::

CIV_Maor says:
@::touches the hanger area on the map to retrieve more info::

FCO_Tima says:
::Hovers the shuttle over the Landing Sight for a moment or two, taking a quick scan of the area so they don't make a yucky mess on the bottom of the shuttle as they land and squash some unfortunate rambler.... Thinking: "road kill...yeeeuch..."... then lowers the shuttle into a nice open landing spot she found and secures the exhaust, happy with herself::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Shuttle comes to a landing.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks annoyed:: CMO/CNS: Why is it the comm. badges always give out? ::looks very tired::

TO_Pazoski says:
@All: this place looks interesting  ::points::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: No more information is available on the hangar.

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS/SO: we don't have enough time to get back to the city before sun rise.. especially not knowing where it is or able to communicate

CEO-Atrides says:
@::nods, waiting for the CIV to explain anything he knows.::

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: of course they did after we went through all of the trouble of this rescue mission and after we are here

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::quietly, in a slightly croaky voice:: CMO: You think we should stay here?

CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: good question.. better get some sleep 

CTO_Timrok says:
::taps his comm. badge:: COMM: CSO: Gomes do you read?

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO/FCO: we all carry phasers and tricorders

CIV_Maor says:
@::turns around:: AT: the force fields are down

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: There is a static reply to the CTO's comm.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CMO: I would have to agree.

CTO_Timrok says:
::picks up the tricorder & adds it to his belt::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: that or fry

CIV_Maor says:
@AT: we can keep walking

TO_Pazoski says:
@CIV: Good, we need to get these people back to the cities

CTO_Timrok says:
::taps his comm. badge:: COMM: AT: does anybody read me?

CNS_Nayiza says:
@~~~CEO: Have you caught up with the TO and CIV yet?~~~

CIV_Maor says:
@::turns around and opens the defense menu again::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks between the CMO and CNS:: CNS/CMO: No time to rest...

CIV_Maor says:
@::opens the internal defense menu and searches for internal defense system::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ SO: sit.. we are not doing any place for now

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Internal defense system only consists of force-fields.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: No response to the CTO, only static.

FCO_Tima says:
::Secures the shuttle systems and then gets up, hunting around for a Tricorder and Phaser, checking everywhere,... glove compartment...side locker::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::sighs and leans back against the cave again, watching the sleeping Z'kan::

Host XO_Wall says:
::takes a hand phaser and a tricorder, placing them in the side pouches::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ SO: There may be a way out through the caves but whatever we do there is no way we can leave the caves until nightfall.

TO_Pazoski says:
@CIV: Did you hear me, we need to get everyone back to the cities for medical attention

CIV_Maor says:
@::opens the information menu::

CEO-Atrides says:
@~~~CNS: Yes, we found a computer. Maor is having fun playing with it.~~~

CIV_Maor says:
@TO: Wait one second

Host XO_Wall says:
::hands a phaser and tricorder to the FCO::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks at her tricorder again running a few tests::

CIV_Maor says:
@::tries to gather as much info as he can on the place::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ ::confused:: ~~~CEO: A computer?~~~

CTO_Timrok says:
:: walks to the shuttle door & opens it warily -looking outside::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::scoots to the wall next to the SO and sighs.. ::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A list of information appears: 1. Riga. 2. Escape. 3. Refuge situation. 3. The Inv'd.

CIV_Maor says:
@::opens up info on Riga and displays the info::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::grins to himself:: ~~~ CNS: Yeah, it's a pretty sweet piece of hardware~~~

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: A good portion of the data the CIV is able to download is corrupted in the first place.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CMO/SO: It would appear our CIV has found himself a computer.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CNS: Anything useful on it?

CTO_Timrok says:
::points his Tricorder at the cave entrance -looking for any forcefields or life signs::

CIV_Maor says:
@::gets a data crystal from his bag and an data dump device and attaches it to the console and he begins to download all info he can::

Host AGM_Selan says:
RIGA INFORMATION: Home world of the Q'Orphod Emp ... CORRUPTED ... lxy ... CORRUPTED ... invaded ... CORRUPTED ... refugees ... CORRUPTED ... Data File Ends.

CNS_Nayiza says:
@~~~CEO: Is there any possible way it can be used to disable this force field or help us get out of here?~~~

FCO_Tima says:
::Grabs a Tricorder and Phaser...eventually and holsters them::

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CMO/SO: I am not sure yet.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks back at her tricorder for lack of anything more useful to do::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::turns and heads out of a room, he wonders weather to head back to the AT or to try and head for the hanger he saw on the map::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: depends if it helps up in our current situation..

CTO_Timrok says:
::runs over to the cave entrance & slides up against the wall - pointing his phaser & tricorder inside::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: do you feel more minds then there was before?

Host XO_Wall says:
::watches the CTO as he leaves the shuttle::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CTO sees that the tunnel leading down into the caves has blue-green technology and lanterns lining up the walls.

CEO-Atrides says:
@~~~CNS: Let me ask Maor.~~~

FCO_Tima says:
::Hops out the shuttle when the CTO Finally gets out of the way... and begins taking a look around::

CIV_Maor says:
@::disables the access to the console using his own coded password::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CIV's password fails.

TO_Pazoski says:
@::pokes his head inside the room:: Both: I’m going to take a look at that Hanger, when your finished get the AT into the trucks, I wont be long ::jogs off down the corridor towards the hanger::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Moments later, the console shuts itself down.

CMO_Zaris says:
@::stands up and walks to the cave entrance.. takes a few steps inside and yells:: HELP!

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CMO/SO: Yes actually, ::surprised:: The CTO.

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at this blue green technology:: self: interesting ::looks back to see where the others are::

CEO-Atrides says:
@CIV: Hey! What happened !?

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::can feel Maor's frustration and sighs slightly::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The crew hears a beeping.

CMO_Zaris says:
@::looks around the room:: CNS/SO: that’s not what I wanted to hear

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The TO arrives at the hangar ... and can see a blue-green Q'Orphod fighter/scout ship inside.

CIV_Maor says:
@::turns around:: CEO: what?

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: right behind you Timrok ::takes steps into the entrance of the cave::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::nods to the computer:: CIV: What did you do ? It shut off.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO/CNS: They sent a rescue team

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ ::looks around:: CMO: I was thinking the same thing.

CIV_Maor says:
@ ::grabs the data crystal and inserts it into his PADD::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS/SO: something is beeping

FCO_Tima says:
::wanders over towards the CTO, taking a look at the shuttle and where she parked first... :: Self: Row 15 of the Nebula Lot... XO/CTO: Everyone remember where I parked...

CIV_Maor says:
@CEO: we have no need for it any more

CNS_Nayiza says:
@~~~CEO: What is that beeping?~~~

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks around wondering where the beeping is coming from::

TO_Pazoski says:
@::looks at the ship:: Self: Wow...I wonder how you get this thing out of here? ::takes out his tricorder and begins scanning the ship::

CTO_Timrok says:
::scans the walls & panels for familiar DNA traces etc - i.e. were the AT getting all touchy feely here::

CIV_Maor says:
@::runs to the TO location and notices the same sight as he sees::

CEO-Atrides says:
@CIV: Oh really ? And what was it used for ?

Host XO_Wall says:
::cracks a smile at the FCO comment::

CIV_Maor says:
@::can’t hear the CEO any more::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Chases after the CIV::~~~CNS: No clue~~~

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: get to your feet.. we may have to make a run for it

CIV_Maor says:
@::stops near the TO::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The beeping seems to increase in speed every few seconds.

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::looks at the CMO and then at the sleeping Z'kan::

TO_Pazoski says:
@CIV: I thought I told you to go to the trucks

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS: get them back.. it's getting faster..

CNS_Nayiza says:
@::looks at the CMO:: 

CIV_Maor says:
@TO: I didn’t hear I guess

Host XO_Wall says:
::exams he tricorders as he walks:::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ CNS/SO: think self destruct

CIV_Maor says:
@TO: anyway, I’m under orders to fellow to the end, not back track

CNS_Nayiza says:
@~~~CEO: Get everyone back here unless you have a reasonable theory behind the beeping~~~

SO_Ruskinara says:
@CMO: We should get out of here then. ::scrambles to her feet::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Is with the TO and the CIV, silent, thinking the CIV forgot a lot of things..::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@:: wakes Z'kan up::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ::lifts the heavy form of the CSO over her shoulder:: CNS: hurry

Host Z`kan says:
@ ::Wakes up:: Eh, uh, huh?

CTO_Timrok says:
::powers up his phaser::

TO_Pazoski says:
@CIV: I don’t give a damn about your orders ::walks towards the ship::

CEO-Atrides says:
@TO/CIV: Lets head back.. The CNS is worried. You guys know what the beeping is ?

CIV_Maor says:
@CEO: Just come along if you must

CIV_Maor says:
@::walks to the direction of the ship as well::

SO_Ruskinara says:
@Z'kan: we have to get out of here now.  ::helps him to his feet::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The beeping is really speeding up now.

CMO_Zaris says:
@SO: come on.. lets get these 3 back tot he out side..

Host Z`kan says:
@ ::Begins to get up, as do his two Charzosian fellows:: SO: What's going on?

CEO-Atrides says:
@CIV: Of course.. I wouldn't dream not too. ::Slightly angry..::

CTO_Timrok says:
::listens into the cave - thinking he heard something:: ALL: shhhhhhhh

SO_Ruskinara says:
@Z'Kan: The beeping, we think it's self-destruct.

CIV_Maor says:
@::walks faster then the TO suddenly::

CMO_Zaris says:
@ ~~~CEO: it's counting down.. run.. !~~~

CNS_Nayiza says:
@ CMO: I am trying to get them back.

Host XO_Wall says:
All: I have something, I am detecting three Charzosians, a Minaran and two Betazoids.

Host Z`kan says:
@ SO: A self destruct? As in a bomb?

TO_Pazoski says:
@::listens to the beeping:: All: Okay that’s enough for today...lets get out of here!

CMO_Zaris says:
@:: carries the CSO toward the cave entrance::

CEO-Atrides says:
@::Doesn't need to be told twice, takes off in a run back to the rest of the AT::

FCO_Tima says:
::Follows the CTO along, the only AT member not playing with the toys strapped to her waist, wondering into the Cave a bit, quietly mumbling:: Self: And I forgot my pot-holing gear...

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::nods:: Z'kan: We have to hurry. ::helps the other Charzosians::

CTO_Timrok says:
XO: where?

CIV_Maor says:
@TO,CEO: nonsense, the console said no thing about such a thing!

SO_Ruskinara says:
@::follows the CMO::

Host XO_Wall says:
CTO: this way ::motions::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: As the SO, CMO, CNS & the Charzosians move up the tunnel to the surface, they run into the XO and his group.

CMO_Zaris says:
 SO: Hurry! ::yells:: 

CEO-Atrides says:
::yells back at CIV: CIV: Sometimes, you have to trust a woman's intuition

CMO_Zaris says:
XO: sir!

CTO_Timrok says:
::heads off in the direction the XO points - phaser first::

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: Consoles don’t tell you everything, now lets go! ::turns and runs for the exit::

SO_Ruskinara says:
XO: We think there's a bomb down there sir.


CMO_Zaris says:
XO: sir there’s some kind of count down going on.. it could be a self destruct.. we have to get out of here!

Host XO_Wall says:
CMO:/SO/CNS: ah we found you?

CEO-Atrides says:
::Stumbles upon the scene, seeing the XO is there with the others:: All: We’re back.

Host XO_Wall says:
CMO: acknowledged

CTO_Timrok says:
::resists his 1st instinct to shoot the AT::

FCO_Tima says:
::Admires how pretty the consoles on the walls of the cave are in comparison to Starfleet Standard Issue::

CMO_Zaris says:
::moves on out of the cave with the CSO::

CIV_Maor says:
::sighs and turns around and runs to the exit::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: Now there's a steady EEEEEEEEEEEE filling the cavern.

Host XO_Wall says:
::runs a tricorder scan over the missing AT members::

CMO_Zaris says:
CTO: thanks .. ::walks past with a grumble::

CTO_Timrok says:
CMO: where’s Pazoski, Maor & Atrides?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::moves out of the caves too, checking the Charzosians are following::

TO_Pazoski says:
::runs into the cave with the rest of the AT:: All: I think we should be moving now

CMO_Zaris says:
::hears the sound and makes a run for it::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::looks back at Tima:: FCO: I would try not to play with the buttons on the wall. ::smiles::

CIV_Maor says:
::falls over and stands up and continues to run::

Host Z`kan says:
::Hears the EEE:: ALL: Perhaps we should run?

CTO_Timrok says:
::resists his 2nd urge to shoot the CMO::

CMO_Zaris says:
ALL: run!

CEO-Atrides says:
::Keeps on running, being like the Flash::

SO_Ruskinara says:
Z'kan: Good idea :: starts running::

CIV_Maor says:
::notices the AT::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::runs with the AT::

CIV_Maor says:
::looks back and runs to the AT direction::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: Run!

CIV_Maor says:
::passes the AT::

CTO_Timrok says:
::starts back tracking  - slowly at first  - the quickly - the QUICKLY::

CMO_Zaris says:
::gets back to the hover vehicles and sets the CSO in the back.. jumping in the controls and hitting the power up:: 

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The Charzosians run along with the Elara ATs to the surface.

Host XO_Wall says:
All: everybody back to the shuttle! quick ::motions this way::

FCO_Tima says:
::Runs away, flailing a bit as she runs like a Girl, getting ready to leap in the air fall to the ground in old movie style if an explosion happens::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::runs towards the shuttle::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Notices the CIV is being all shifty but says nothing...runs towards the shuttle::

TO_Pazoski says:
::runs after the XO and everyone, thinking this is going to be one heck of a report::

CIV_Maor says:
::runs to the shuttle and enters it::

CMO_Zaris says:
::grumbles and grabs the CSO again.. :: CSO: Alex remind me to put you on a diet ::heads for the shuttle::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::follows the XO:: 

CTO_Timrok says:
::makes it out to the shuttle & waits at the door for everyone to get in::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks around for Z'kan as she gets into the shuttle::

FCO_Tima says:
::Runs tot he shuttle and climbs in, pushing past Maor to get to the pilot seat::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The self destruct goes off. All the technology, the scout ship, everything vanishes in a blinding, rippling, tumbling, explosion which goes up the tunnel ... and vaporizes the external rocks in a massive shockwave which destroys the trucks and sends the shuttle and those entering it flying.

Host Z`kan says:
OOOOF!

CNS_Nayiza says:
::gets in the shuttle:: 

CMO_Zaris says:
::gets in the shuttle and sets the CSO down.. makes it a few more feet before collapsing on the floor to the back::

CIV_Maor says:
::sits down at the back::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::is thrown against the sides of the shuttle::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::falls against the wall:: Self: Ouch.

CTO_Timrok says:
::gets blown across the ground by the force::

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: The shuttle lands skittering some seventy yards away ... various AT members land closer, some with dislocated limbs.

CIV_Maor says:
::opens his PADD::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Is tossed like a rag doll::

Host XO_Wall says:
All: everybody hold on! ::as he is flung up against the console, rocking two and fro::

CIV_Maor says:
::notices not all of the crew is at the shuttle and he gets outside::

TO_Pazoski says:
::lands with a thud on the side of a bulkhead, he feels his shoulder pop out of joint::

CTO_Timrok says:
::sees the shuttle flying through the air then land:: self: jeez that’s not one of the FCOs better parking attempts - why did he park it on its roof?

Host Z`kan says:
ACTION: Moments later, the ATs and the Charzosians are beamed up to the Elara's sickbay.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::finds herself beamed into sickbay::

FCO_Tima says:
::Is thrown around in the shuttle like a... a... jumper in an old washing machine entering spin cycle:: Oof! Ow! Eak! Owwwww! ::Hits head and KO's on the side of the shuttle, slumping to the ground::

CMO_Zaris says:
::materializes on the floor of sickbay.. not moving much::

Host CO_T`sela says:
<Lt. Cmdr. Friedman & Co.> ::Rushes over with medical staff to help the injured::

CIV_Maor says:
::appears in sickbay::

CNS_Nayiza says:
::looks around in Sickbay feeling dizzy and sore::

Host CO_T`sela says:
*XO* Commander, report. What is the status of the away team?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::takes a quick look around to see that everyone is here, then rests her head back down::

CIV_Maor says:
::Sighs as he notices the crew:: self: oh well..

CEO-Atrides says:
::Just lays in sickbay with the others::

Host XO_Wall says:
*CO*: we got them just in time

CIV_Maor says:
::grabs a medical tricorder::

TO_Pazoski says:
::gets up in SB and clambers over to a wall, a quick swing a crack later and his shoulder is in its socket again:: Self: I hate that planet

CTO_Timrok says:
::picks himself up & heads over to the shuttle::

CMO_Zaris says:
::tries to move but can't seem to::

Host CO_T`sela says:
*XO* Understood. Get yourself checked up, and then return to my ready room, I'd like a briefing on what happened down there.

FCO_Tima says:
::Beams into Sickbay sat up but soon slump over into a heap, KO'd bleeding from the head::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::takes a few deep breaths, feeling very week::

CIV_Maor says:
::runs to the SO:: SO: hold still

CIV_Maor says:
::scans her briefly::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Gets up, not that hurt...Though his vision is a bit blurry::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: how are you? :: croaks::

Host XO_Wall says:
*CO*: we have injuries, I am fine but we took a beating in the shuttle from the shockwave which threw the shuttle before we could take off

CNS_Nayiza says:
::feels like she has been torn to pieces and beaten up she sits up and looks at the others trying to get the energy to stand::

CIV_Maor says:
SO: I’m fine, you seem to have a broken rib ::gets the proper device and passes it on her broken rib::

CEO-Atrides says:
::Finds a bump on his head:: Self: Oh great

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks over and pats the CIV on the back:: CIV: Give the lady some room ::chuckles and sits on a bio bed, panting::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: That explains the pain...

CTO_Timrok says:
::checks himself over:: self : hey I’m ok - that was lucky

Host CO_T`sela says:
*XO* We've beamed the shuttle up as well, I'm sure Mr. Atrides will repair it as soon as possible. We have informed the Charzosian "Government" of the explosion, and have assured them that we will return their leader and associated company as soon as they are properly checked on.

MO_Tuttel says:
:: begins to aid the injured.. noticed the CMO on the floor::

Host XO_Wall says:
::stands out of the way of the medical staff as he watches and observes there work on the AT's members::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: you seem to forget who was a doctor once

FCO_Tima says:
::Still slumped on the floor, feeling ignored in her unconscious state, like a rug that people walk over but bleeding from the head... slumped in a heap on the floor ... still::

MO_Tuttel says:
TO: better have a seat so I can look at that

CIV_Maor says:
SO: feeling any better?

Host XO_Wall says:
*CO*: acknowledged

TO_Pazoski says:
MO: Its nothing doc, happens all the time ::smiles::

MO_Tuttel says:
Med Staff: get the FCO to the ICU!

CEO-Atrides says:
::Sits down on something, anything and rests his aching head.::

MO_Tuttel says:
TO: sit

MO_Tuttel says:
Nurse: get the Doc to the ICU too

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: A little

CTO_Timrok says:
self: heh - I must be indestructible or something

MO_Tuttel says:
::looks at the CTO:: your not dismissed either .. sit

TO_Pazoski says:
::sits as instructed:: MO: Yes Ma'am ::chuckles::

CIV_Maor says:
SO: good ::runs to the exit and vanishes::

CTO_Timrok says:
::heads to the bridge in his charred uniform:: - obviously deaf from the explosion::

CMO_Zaris says:
::is moves to the ICU and lays there in the dim room::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: Watches Maor leave wondering what his hurry is. Self: Strange

FCO_Tima says:
::Continues to be unconscious with little other choice but has a few fun dreams while there about having her own Supped-Up Runabout to fly around in fighting crime and the Orion Syndicate.... did I say unconscious and bleeding from the head?::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Meanwhile ... elsewhere in the universe ... a civilian shuttle approaches a quite large asteroid / starship debris field in the Faklam Star System clear across Federation space from the Elara and it's endeavors.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: David Harison sits in the cockpit beside a man known only to him as Janos ... the man has been quiet this entire ride, and Harison has been contemplating everything that's happened in the last 48 hours.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Shuttle maneuvers through the asteroid field, passing some destroyed parts of Starfleet vessels ... Harison turns to Janos, "What happened here?" Janos just stares ahead, "A battle." And a second later, "Here we are."

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: They come up on the battered saucer section of a Galaxy Class Starship which has been literally built into an asteroid.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Harison stares, "So, why are we here?" Janos replies, "To plan." Harison looks at him, "For what?" Janos slightly grins, "For war against a nefarious plot by a corporation known as Syn Tech which will affect thousands, if not millions of lives, in a horrible, brutal way ..."

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Harison blinks, "Oh."

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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